We suggest a dynamical vector model of entanglement in a three qubit system based on isomorphism between (4) su and (6) so Lie algebras. Generalizing Plücker-type description of three-qubit local invariants we introduce three pairs of real-valued 3D vector (denoted here as , RI A , , RI B and , RI
C ). Magnitudes of these vectors determine two-and three-qubit entanglement parameters of the system. We show that evolution of vectors A , B , C under local (2) SU operations is identical to
SO evolution of single-qubit Bloch vectors of qubits a, b and c correspondingly. At the same time, general two-qubit (4) su Hamiltonians incorporating a-b, a-c and b-c two-qubit coupling terms generate (6) SO coupling between vectors A and B , A and C , and B and C , correspondingly. It turns out that dynamics of entanglement induced by different two-qubit coupling terms is entirely determined by mutual orientation of vectors A , B , C which can be controlled by single-qubit transformations. We
I. Introduction
Generation, control and characterization of entanglement of multipartite quantum states is one of the foci of ongoing theoretical and experimental research in quantum information processing [1] [2] [3] . Threequbit entangled state, such as GHZ , W and various three-qubit cluster states has been generated with trapped ions [4] and photons [5, 6] . However theoretical description of dynamics and control of multipartite entanglement is practically absent in the literature.
Quantitative description of multipartite entanglement of pure three-qubit systems is based on the idea of a 73 /
(2) CP SU  quotient space: two three-qubit quantum states belong to the same equivalence class if they are related by a set of local single-qubit transformations ( 7 P space here is simply a space of normalized three-qubit states equivalent up to a global (1) U phase multiplication). It has been identified that there are, in general, five independent invariants which can be used as coordinates on such a space [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Physically important insight into the properties of three-qubit entanglement has been established in [15, 16] where three-tangle was identified as an important physical parameter characterizing genuine three-body entanglement. This parameter is related to two-body entanglement via so-called Coffman-Kundu-Wootters (CKW) inequality [15] .
Further progress in clarifying physical meaning of three-body entanglement was achieved by Peter Lévay in a series of papers where he used mathematical ideas of fiber bundle theory [17] [18] [19] [20] . This approach revealed an alternative geometric way of quantifying entanglement whereby three-qubit states are projected onto Klein quadratic embedded in 5 P space [18] . In the context of this approach a set of six Plücker coordinates on Grassmannian G(4,2,C) manifold [21] appears as a natural algebraic tool allowing to factor out action of single-qubit local operations in a consistent geometric form (see also recent paper [22] ). In the paper on three-qubit entanglement [ [23, 24] ).
However, this approach is limited to only local operations providing little insight into the dynamics of entanglement under qubit-qubit coupling. In the present paper we address the following problem: how does entanglement change under the action of non-local set of transformations including qubit-qubit coupling terms?
Since a general two-qubit group is the set of (4) SU operations, action of this group on six Plücker coordinates generates a six-dimensional representation of (4) SU isomorphic to (6) SO group of real orthogonal rotations. However, the situation is little bit more complicated than standard abstract description of (4) (6) su so  Lie algebra isomorphism [25] : i) (4) su action on Plücker coordinates does not manifest itself in a canonical form of (6) so real-valued 66  antisymmetric generators, ii) sixdimensional space of Plücker coordinates is a 6 6 6  space i.e. a direct sum of two real sixdimensional vectors spaces.
As mentioned above, original Plücker variables need to be modified by an (4) SU transformation in order to obtain a canonical representation of (6) SO in the form of real-valued 66  antisymmetric generators.
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This operation results in a modification of original Plücker variables; here we refer to a new set of variables as quantum Plücker variables, or simply q -variables (or q -vectors). These new coordinates have a set of interesting useful properties. By construction original Plücker variables are explicitly partition-dependent. However, there exist trivial relations between q -vectors characterizing three different partitions (a(bc), c(ab) and b(ca), which we will also label as partitions (1), (2) and (3), respectively). These relations immediately allows us to reduce redundant 18 6 3  Plücker complex parameters describing all three partitions to only three complex three-dimensional vectors (we call them A , B and C in order to reflect their relation to qubits a, b and c correspondingly). Partition-independent description of three-qubit entanglement requires only three pairs of real three-dimensional vectors Re( )
. Interestingly, these vectors obey the same set of dynamic equations as three single-qubit Bloch vectors (details are presented in section IV below).
Since two-and three-tangles are related to magnitudes of vectors A , B , C in a very trivial algebraic fashion these vectors provide transparent geometric description of entanglement dynamics under twoqubit coupling making quantum Plücker description of three-qubit system a very useful tool for solving quantum control problems. Geometric operations (rotations) of vectors A , B , C can be easily tailored to achieve a desired goal of transforming one state to another state. Due to existence of explicit algebraic relation between (6) SO and (4) SU rotations [26, 27] we can establish a protocol when desired quantum state transformation is visualized and constructed and as two-stage set of rotations: 3D Bloch-type rotations of vectors A , B , C followed by a set of qubit-qubit couplings which take the form of couplings between these three vectors. As soon as appropriate rotations and couplings of vectors A , B , C are established using geometric considerations, one can immediately derive a set of corresponding (4) SU quantum operations which physically implement desired transformation of a quantum state.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II we define the Plücker variables for pure tripartite quantum states and list some of their properties. In Section III we discuss the important accidental Lie group isomorphism between local two-qubit operations and orthogonal transformations of complex fourvectors. We review Lévay's [18] derivation of the three-and two-tangles as invariants of a six-component Plücker vector. In Section IV we introduce a modification of the Plücker vector that will allow us to efficiently investigate two-qubit entangling operations. We derive the evolution of this new Plücker vector (which we call q -vector) under a general two-qubit coupling Hamiltonian. In section V we show how the q -vectors for each partitioning of the three qubits behave like Bloch vectors. In Section VI, we show the relationship of the q -vectors in each qubit partitioning to each other, and show that systems reduce down to three complex Bloch-like three-vectors A , B , C . In Section VII, we show how the three-and two-tangles are related to invariants of A , B , C . After the previous mathematical reduction of threequbit operations as transformations of the relevant Bloch-like vectors A , B , C , in Section VIII we show how non-intuitive entanglement control and manipulation is quantum state space is greatly facilitated by intuitive operations in q -space. 
II. Plücker Variables: Definition
Consider a pure three-qubit state , , 0,1 ,,
(1)
Ignoring normalization, eight coefficients ijk c belong to a linear space 8 . Single-qubit operators 
In matrix notations
Three 42  matrices   
C constructed for all three partitions). We will consistently use the following notation rule concerning labeling partitions and qubits: operators and variables referring to a specific partition have partition number as a superscripts; at the same time letter superscripts () a , 
Matrices (2) C and (3) C are generated by cyclic permutations of subscript indexes ijk kij jki  and simultaneous cyclic change of partition number 1 2 3  in equation (4) .
, subdeterminants of matrices (1) C , (2) C and (3) C , do not change under transformations given by equation (3) . These subdeterminants are quadratic polynomial invariants of local transformations acting on qubits a, b and c, correspondingly. However, subdeterminants of (1) C , (2) c , correspondingly. In other words, subdeterminants of (1) C , (2) C and (3) C generate three sets of six quadratic polynomials; each of these sets is invariant only under corresponding single-qubit group of local operations. All entanglement parameters of three-qubit states, except for Kempe invariant [10] , can be 5 expressed in terms of Plücker variables. We will show a natural method of constructing symmetric partition-independent description of three-qubit measures of mutual entanglement.
From a geometric point of view one can associate a set of subdeterminants with Grassmannian manifolds [18] 
As we know [28] there exists an additional constraint on these variables called Plücker relation. In terms of vectors (1, 2, 3) p , given by equation (7), this relation can be written as a bilinear quadratic form 
Invariance of Plücker variables under local transformation, including non-unitary   2, SL C operators, make them instrumental in geometric description of entanglement properties of multi-qubit systems [17] [18] [19] [20] 22] . For example, Plücker coordinates provide a link between twistor theory and geometric description of different classes of entanglement [18] . 
III. Plücker invariant forms for two-qubit local transformations and

Importance of the isomorphism between two-qubit local unitary transformation and (4) SO
Lie Group for classification of two-qubit unitary entangling transformations was established in series of papers [23, 24] . At the level of Lie algebras we have
The   4, so C Lie algebra is a 12-dimensional linear space of antisymmetric complex matrices. The isomorphism between
, so C takes a trivial form in the magic Bell basis [29] representation: (10) In the Bell basis a generator
. Note that vectors Z and W introduced in [18] are equal to
,
 BB Z U c W U c . In the Bell Basis antisymmetric matrix (1) P from equation (6) takes the form
.
Matrix elements
can be also expressed as (1) ,,
P is also an antisymmetric matrix.
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For an arbitrary local operator
inducing an action (1) ( 
Induced transformations of six-dimensional Bell-basis Plücker vector B p , defined in equation (7) 
Plücker Bell-basis vectors in equation (13) are elements of 6 space (satisfying additional constraint (8)).
As described in the next section equation (13) can be rewritten in the form of equation involving only two real-valued vectors from 3 space (for each partition). These vectors obey transformation properties identical to Bloch vectors describing single qubit states. In the next section we will also clarify algebraic relation between three vectors (1,2,3) p related to three possible partitions of three-qubit system and we
show that partition invariance of three-tangle (1) (1)
relation between a set of vectors in 3 space.
The complex (4, ) SO C group does not preserve Hermitian norm 
Equations (13) and (14) explicitly demonstrate a close relation between Plücker coordinates and entanglement properties of a three-qubit system. In this paper we use algebraic technique based on homomorphism between (4) SU and (6) SO to derive a new set of Plücker coordinates, which we call q -vectors. These vectors are obtained by a special linear transformation of the original Plücker coordinates. Strictly speaking the set of three vectors (1, 2, 3) q , describing three possible qubit partitions consists of 18 complex numbers. However, due to a very simple inter-partition relation between (1) q , (2) q and (3) q all information about entanglement properties of the system is encoded in only three three-dimensional complex vectors. We denote these vectors as   AA . We also found that spatial orientation of these three vectors determines which two-qubit coupling operators are required for entanglement control. We illustrate this technique by using Plücker q -representation for finding shortest two-qubit coupling sequence for (i) transforming W state to GHZ state, (ii) transforming W state to biseparable state and iii) transforming biseparable state to GHZ state. These are non-trivial quantum state transformations that we shall show, are greatly aided by the introduction of geometric Bloch-type description using CP -variables.
IV. Transformation of Plücker variables under a set of
(4) SU
two-qubit entangling operations: introducing modified Plücker variables.
In this section we address the problem of transformation of Plücker variables (1) p , (2) P (equation (6)) is given by
bc bc n m n k k m m k n k id dt P H P H P . In matrix notations
Corresponding six-dimensional complex vector (1) p defined in equation (7) satisfies the following evolution equation 
Lie algebra defined by equation (17) pp=const. One can also verify that if
Tr
Tr  HH from (17) . As we discuss below in the case when iH matrices generate a set of (4) SU unitary two-qubit transformations Lie algebra (17) is isomorphic to (6) so . However, to map (17) 
By differentiating bilinear quadratic form x T y  using (16) and (18) one can immediately verify that x T y  is an invariant bilinear form characterizing the group of transformations generated by matrices defined by equation (17).
The diagonal form D Ω of the symmetric real-valued matrix Ω contains three positive ( 1)  diagonal elements and three negative elements ( 1)  . Therefore matrices iH span a subalgebra of (3,3, ) so C (a complexification of (3,3) so pseudo-orthogonal Lie algebra). Algebra (3, 3 , ) so C is isomorphic to algebra (6, ) so C which comprises a real-valued (6, ) so R algebra as a maximal compact subgroup (for technical details see, for example, [30] ). For a set of matrices defined by equation (18) (19) Matrix pq U is given by (20) In the space of variables i q the invariant bilinear form
x T y  reduces to a standard dot product
Dynamic equation (16) takes the form
As we explicitly show in the next section, matrices † ( ) bc pq pq i  U H U are real antisymmetric matrices generating orthogonal (6) SO rotations in six-dimensional space of complex vectors (1) q . This is a simple consequence of the fact that bilinear invariant form associated with dynamic equation (22) is a standard Euclidian dot product as described in equation (21) .
The structure of (6) SO group is directly related to the properties of original generators (mathematical details for constructing such a matrix are presented in the Appendix). 
For convenience in equation (23) we also included a Hermitian form 
n m k p m p n k n k m p m k n p n p m k
Equation (24) . Commutation relations for these matrices (multiplied by a factor of 2) exactly reproduce equation (24) . , , , (28) For the sake of clarity, we have explicitly included in equation (28) [33] .
VI. Bloch
(3) SO evolution equations and inter-partition relations for Plücker q-variables.
Let us first introduce notations adequately reflecting the fact that vector space of CP -coordinates is physically partitioned into two three-dimensional subspaces due to the fact that local operations generated by Hamiltonians () b h and () c h are completely decoupled being represented by a 33  submatrices in equation (28) . (3) a SO real 33  sub-matrix and it affects only two vectors, (3) α and (2) β . Evolution of these vectors is induced by one local Hamiltonian () a h . Dynamic equation (28), written for partitions 3 and 2 reduces to a Blochtype evolution equation for vectors (3) α and (2) 
where real three-dimensional vector () a Θ is defined via coefficients of matrix f appearing in equation (28) Since vectors (3) α and (2) β , undergo the same (3) SO evolution one may expect that (3) α and (2) β are algebraically related. Indeed, comparing these vectors expressed as polynomials in coefficients ,, i j k c given by equations (5) , (20) , (21) we find that (2) (3) i  βα . This relation establishes a trivial linear dependence between vectors () b α and () a β consistent, obviously, with dynamic equation (30) . Likewise, for other configurations we get cyclic inter-partition relations (1) (2)
; ;
( , ), ( , ), ( , ).
Evidently, the full set of three six-dimensional q -vectors reduces to a set of three linearly independent three-dimensional complex vectors. For simplicity, one can take these vectors to be (1) α , (2) α and (3) α .
Equations (31) establish a link between Plücker q -vectors for all three qubit configurations.
Additional relation satisfied by Plücker variables if identity (8) , which due to equation (21) takes the form 0 . As we showed above for q -variables this identity takes form 0 . Therefore, for all
. Combining this relation with equation (31) we get
At this point we would like to introduce notations reflecting physical meaning of equations involving vectors (1) α , (2) α and (3) α (vectors (1, 2, 3) β are related to vectors (1, 2, 3) α via equation (31)). Local rotations of qubit b are affecting vector (1) α in (1)
by local operations on qubit a , so we denote (3)  αA . Finally, vector (2) α in 
VII. Relation between Plücker q-variables and entanglement parameters.
Let us establish connection between Plücker q -variables and quantities characterizing entanglement in the system of three qubits. First, consider evolution of complex vector (1)  B α under local operations on all three qubits. Note that from (31), the vector (1) α appears in (1) q in partition (1) -a(bc) and in (3) q in partition (3) -c(ab). Therefore, vector B does not change under local operations on qubit a because Plücker vector (1) p as well as (1) q do not change (by design) under the action of operations on qubit a in partition (1) . Similarly, vector B also is not affected by local operations acting on qubit c in partition (3) . This can be achieved by multiplying the wave function by a global phase. Alternatively, instead of a global phase one can introduce additional phase factor directly in the definition of variables (1) Next, we use Coffman-Kundu-Wootters relation [15] which reads 
One can verify that gauge-invariant equations (33) , (34) and (44) , ,... l l l .
Our first transformation is designed to couple first and fifth components of vector (1) W q in order to eliminate imaginary entry in the first position. The desired rotation is generated by operator For the sake of clarity we calculate all three q -vectors for this state:
(0,0,0,0,0,0), (0,0,0, 1, ,0) 2 2 , ( ,1,0,0,0,0) 2 2 . 
BS
(3) (0,0,1,0,0, ) 2 2 , (0,0,1,0, ,0) 2 2 , (0,1,0,0,0, ) 2 2 . If we compare this set with the q -set for GHZ state, (1, 2, 3) (0,0,1,0,0, ) 2 2
, we see that the only difference is in A -vectors. These vectors are defined as (2) 
IX. Summary and Discussion
In this section we briefly summarize conceptual elements of our work and discuss possible generalizations.
While the starting point of our work is the same as Peter Lévay's work [], were he introduced Plücker coordinated in three-qubit problem, we have significantly extended the mathematical technique of Plücker description using SO(6)-SU(4) homomorphism. As a result we have found concise partitioninvariant description of entanglement in three-qubit system naturally tailored for geometric analysis of two-qubit coupling operations. This approach also revealed that from the point of view of quantum control theory entanglement parameters are represented not by a scaler quantities (tree-and twotangles) but by a set of Bloch-type tree-dimensional vectors.
We introduce a new set of variables (quantum Plücker variables or q -vectors) related to standard Plücker variables by a unitary rotation. Under this transformation quantum dynamics induced by two-qubit coupling takes the form of orthogonal SO(6) group. We show that there exists a special global phase rotation which significantly simplifies relations between two-tangles and components of q -vectors facilitating direct geometric interpretation of entanglement dynamics. We have identified that there exists an elegant relation between q -vectors for all three partitions a(bc), c(ab) and b(ca) which allows to reduce redundant eighteen complex Plücker parameters to only three (complex) three-dimensional Blochtype vectors. Under local rotations all three independent vectors A, B, C satisfy dynamic equations identical to standard equations for Bloch vectors (for each qubit), i.e. there exist six additional Bloch-type vectors: two real three-dimensional vectors for each qubit. Relative angles (and dot products) between these vectors and standard Bloch vectors are invariant under local rotations indicating that there may exist additional interesting and useful geometric properties of multipartite entanglement in three-qubit system.
As an illustration of our technique we apply it to a few quantum control problems: Geometric operations (rotations) of vectors A, B, C can be easily tailored to achieve a certain goal of transforming one state to another state. Using explicit analytical map between SO(6) and SU(4) groups we can establish protocol when desired quantum operations are mapped to 3D local rotations followed by qubit-qubit coupling in the form of coupling between vectors A, B and C.
We would like to note that there may not be any straightforward generalization of our method to fourqubit systems and non-pure quantum states since the chain of accidental isomorphism between su-and
